Becker devises poa annua solution

BY BOB SPIWAK

Ask any golf course superintendent what he fears most about his greens and the answer will likely be poa annua taking up residence. Poa, or annual bluegrass, is as invasive as crabgrass, and while puttable, it weakens and disfigures bentgrass greens. It is prolific, goes to seed even when cut at putting heights, and delights in traveling to a locations on the soles of golf shoes and on mowers.

Superintendent Chris Becker runs the greens show at Fairways Golf Course in Cheney, Wash. His job began three years ago when the course was built. His mission: the finest putting surface around. This meant keeping the Penncross bentgrass greens completely free of poa annua.

The weed thrives in this geographical area. Springs are wet, autumns a little less so. Summer days rarely go above 90 degrees and winters offer a warming blanket of snow that protects the shallow-rooted grass.

Becker's formula for poa-free greens is based on a decade of experience as a superintendent. In this time he has continually tested products, talked informally with other superintendents, and learned from his own experience.

Share your story

If you have a solution to a problem, or an innovation, or a "funny-thing-happened" story to share with other superintendents, we will pay $50 for the story or idea. Just write to: Golf Course News, P.O. Box 997, Yarmouth, Maine 04096, or call Mark Leslie at 207-846-0600.

INTRODUCING THE EASE AND CONVENIENCE OF DRIVING A CONVERTIBLE.

THE ALL IN ONE 3, 4, OR 5 GANG LIGHTWEIGHT FAIRWAY MOWING SYSTEM.

Versatility plus. A fairway mower that allows you to convert from 3 to 4 or 5 cutting units from the driver's seat. Mow those narrow areas between green trap or extend this lightweight mower to its full cutting width of 106 inches, to the widest in its class. Our quick change cutting units float independently for a manicured finish on the widest fairway or the tightest tee. Then, with foot pedal control, fold this unit to a narrow transport width of only 71 inches, to make tight maneuvers over bridges and into small sheds a breeze. For more information or a free demonstration, write or call us at 414-699-2000 today.

WHERE GREAT IDEAS START.

Visit us at the GCSAA Show, Booth #2302.
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intendents and kept up on the latest research in the field.

He double-verticuts every three weeks, and applies about one-eighth a yard of sand over 1,000 feet of nitrogen and potassium is applied weekly, and trace minerals are added as determined by continual soil testing.

Greens are aerated twice a year. In September a hollow-tined aerator is used, and the cores are then worked back into the turf. When in the spring, when play is heavier, the grounds crew punches the putting surface with quarter-inch solid tines. Maximum irrigation is one inch per week on the sand-based greens.

Becker is convinced that “spoon feeding” of nitrogen is a vital combination of controlling bentgrass growth and, with lower nitrogen content, discouraging the growth of poa. Applying potassium in amounts equal to that of nitrogen gives the turf rigidity and improved resistance to disease. This again minimizes the opportunities for invasion of poa.

Becker said, “The person who developed the spoon-feeding concept should get a medal.”

Daily, the superintendent checks for scaling of repair or hole-change plugs. If one is scaled, it is replaced with a healthy one. Where undulations have been scalped — a rare occurrence because of the top-dressing program — they are top-dressed and watched carefully.

“Using the groomers allows the greens to be cut at 5/32 instead of one-eighth and we get the same results — about 8.5 to 9 on the stimpmeter,” said Becker. He is happy with this, considering twice-a-year aeration that keeps the greens “pretty soft.”

To prevent outer-pass tracking with the riding mowers, which can wear down turf and leave a vulnerable area, the outside cut is moved in six to eight inches twice a week.

Any poa that does appear is immediately removed with cup cutters or a knife, then replaced with Penncross plugs. So far, Becker has not used any chemicals for poa prevention on the greens, although he uses Scott’s TGR on the fringes and tee boxes, which are Bristol vieta merit Kentucky bluegrass.

The Victa/escuce fairways are constantly mowed down to 0.25 inches, but Becker said germination takes such a long time “it’s a real hit-and-miss situation.”

He is now experimenting with pre-germination of the seed, using germination sacks.

“We’ve been fortunate so far,” he said. “The Victa is aggressive and so healthy that poa is less than 5 percent.”

Becker’s poa program proved itself during the killer February temperatures of 1989. With chill factors to 70 degrees below zero, and snow cover ranging from minimal to none, the cold-vulnerable poa that comprises some or all of many Northwest greens died.

Courses opened in the spring with decimated greens or all of many Northwest greens died. However, the board encouraged Clark to consider a 130-acre site site west of the runways that the airport now leases to a rancher.

Yakima currently has just one nine-hole course, although it could support two 18-hole municipal courses, according to National Golf Foundation standards. Clark hopes to build an 18-hole municipal course with clubhouse and pro shop. The total price tag should be between $2 million and $3 million.
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FAA rule pushes course away from airport

Developers of an 18-hole golf course at Yakima (Wash.) airport probably won’t be able to build on their proposed site, but may be able to do so on a nearby one.

The airport board told Spokane developer Dan Clark, president of Pacific International Corp, in late December that the proposed site south of the main east-west runway was too close to the airport.

The Federal Aviation Administration requires that golf course boundaries at airports be a minimum of 1,000 feet from the center of runways. That stipulation left just 30 acres available for development. Though an exception is possible, developers were told it is unlikely.

ATTENTION!

GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS!

If you previously used Microgreen, we urge you to give your golf course a Shot of Agri-Plex® For-X.

You’ll appreciate these benefits:

☑ Full tank mix compatibility.
☑ Fully chelated and complete micronutrient supplement.
☑ Quick, long-lasting green-up response. Non-phytotoxic.
☑ Buffers tank mix pH to 6.0–7.0 for maximum fungicide and insecticide performance.

Let us send you a FREE Shot Glass and sample of Agri-Plex® For-X. Simple mail the coupon below or call RGB Laboratories at 1-800-TRY-IRON (879-4766).
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Please send my FREE Agri-Plex Shot Glass.

☑ Yes, I’d like to see the benefits of Agri-Plex® For-X myself! Please send my free sample of For-X and a Shot Glass.
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Mail to: RGB Laboratories, Inc., 1531 Charlotte St., Kansas City, MO 64108

Available nationwide through a select group of turf distributors.

For free information circle #155